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a b s t r a c t 

The high heat flux areas on the vertical divertor targets in the ITER tokamak will consist of cuboid tung- 

sten monoblocks bonded to copper cooling tubes. Three-dimensional ion orbit modelling is used to cal- 

culate the heating of tungsten monoblocks during ELMs at the inner vertical target, where the highest 

surface energy densities are expected. The presence of thin gaps between monoblocks results in exposed 

edges onto which the heat flux can be focused. ELM ions are focused by their gyromotion onto the mag- 

netically shadowed, long toroidal edges of the monoblocks. The risk of monoblock edge melting is greater 

than the risk of full surface melting on the plasma-wetted zone. Alternative shaping solutions such as 

edge chamfering, filleting, and poloidal beveling do not show promise; the melt zone simply migrates 

to other locations on the monoblocks. Without ELM mitigation, there is a marginal risk of edge melting 

due to uncontrolled ELMs in the pre-nuclear phase of ITER operation, and an absolute certainty of it in 

the burning nuclear phase. To avoid edge melting altogether, the surface energy density would have to 

limited to less than 0.15 MJ/m 

2 . 

© 2016 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. 

This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license 

( http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/ ). 
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. Introduction 

The ITER tokamak will begin operation with a full tungsten (W)

ivertor consisting of pure W monoblocks (MB) bonded to CuCrZr

ater-carrying cooling tubes. The predicted steady and transient

hermal loads that could be delivered by the plasma to the plasma-

acing components (PFC), based on physics modelling and extrapo-

ation from current devices, and which have been used as input to

he divertor design, may be found in [1] and [2] . Improved mea-

urements of surface heat loads during ELMs are producing more

efined extrapolations to ITER [3] . The predicted heat loads have

ntil now been specified for a nominal, axisymmetric divertor sur-

ace with no gaps or surface relief caused by shaping and misalign-

ents. The first systematic study of the detailed heat flux distribu-

ion in the gaps between MBs and the resulting thermal response

ue to steady inter-ELM heat loads and transient ELM loads is de-

cribed in detail in [4] for the proposed divertor design (briefly de-
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cribed in Section 2 ) which consists of MBs whose top surfaces are

eveled to a depth of h tor = 0.5 mm in the toroidal direction in or-

er to magnetically shadow poloidal leading edges. The MBs are

oreseen to have sharp edges and no poloidal profiling, mainly to

void the increased cost and manufacturing complexity that more

ophisticated shaping solutions imply. In this paper, the ELM re-

ults from [4] are briefly summarized, and a number of alternative

haping solutions are studied to provide rationale for the final de-

ision on the divertor design. 

The surface heat flux factor is often employed to character-

ze fast transient heat loads due to edge localized modes (ELMs)

ince it may be referred to the melting threshold of tungsten,

50 MJ/m 

2 /s 1/2 [5] . This number, deduced from high heat flux

ests, gives a measure of the time it takes for the surface to reach

elting temperature for a constant incident heat flux, and is con-

rmed by the solution of the 1D heat conduction equation on a

emi-infinite domain. The heat flux factor is given by the energy

ux density normal to the MB surface, divided by the square root

f the heat pulse duration. An ELM heat pulse is considered to be
nder the CC BY-NC-ND license ( http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/ ). 
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Fig. 1. Local coordinate system and magnetic field orientation at the nominal IVT. 

The observer is standing in the divertor looking inwards towards the IVT. The 

magnetic field and the power flow orientations are indicated by arrows. The x - 

coordinate points in the negative toroidal direction. The y -coordinate points down- 

ward along the cooling tube. The z -coordinate is the normal vector of the axisym- 

metric divertor surface envelope, neglecting shaping. Note the definition of the ori- 

entations of the poloidal and toroidal gaps. 
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manageable if its heat flux factor does not exceed half the melting

threshold, in order to avoid full surface melting of the MBs. 

The heat flux factor is defined for a square pulse, but more re-

alistically, the temporal evolution of ELM energy deposition is ob-

served to increase in time to a peak value, and then decay (cf. Sec-

tion 2.2.2.1 in Ref. [1] ). It has been shown that the heat flux fac-

tor is not always suitable for predicting the impact of intense heat

pulses onto a surface [6] . For the same total energy density de-

position and pulse duration, the surface temperature rise depends

on the shape of the heat pulse. Moreover, the degree of surface

damage is observed to be well correlated with the maximum tem-

perature increase rather than with the total absorbed energy den-

sity. For that reason, the calculations presented here, as in [4] , will

be cast into a form that makes them applicable to any heat pulse

shape for a given magnetic field strength and ion temperature. 

On a flat surface the temperature increase can be calculated by

the 1D transient heat conduction equation for an arbitrary pulse

shape. However, the important quantity for calculating local sur-

face temperature evolution is the 3D spatial distribution of the

heat flux on the MBs. The near-linearity of the heat conduction

equation implies that the local temperature increase �T due to a

spatially inhomogeneous heat flux distribution can be well approx-

imated by multiplying the 1D result �T 1D by the ratio of the local

heat flux to the reference heat flux, and by an additional factor

that takes account of specific geometrical features such as sharp

edges, under the condition that the characteristic spatial scale of

the profile is not much smaller than the heat diffusion length for

a given pulse duration. It is assumed here that this local heat flux

ratio is invariant in time, meaning that the ion temperature does

not evolve during the ELM. 

Two dimensionless quantities are presented in this work. The

first is the local heat flux calculated by the 3D ion orbit model

normalized to the heat flux to a nominal, axisymmetric surface.

The main features of the model are recalled in Section 3 . The

second is the temperature increase at specific points (flat facets,

edges) normalized to the temperature increase predicted by the

1D semi-infinite heat conduction equation, again at a nominal, ax-

isymmetric surface. This latter quantity is valid for any heat pulse

shape, making the results useful for predicting the thermal re-

sponse based on extrapolation from experiments in existing toka-

maks, or theoretical modelling of ELM energy deposition patterns.

The specific corrections that must be applied at edges are calcu-

lated in Section 4 . Results will be shown for the proposed ITER

design and a number of alternative shaping solutions in Section 5 . 

The analysis is focused on the inner vertical target (IVT) since

twice as much ELM energy is expected to be deposited there than

on the outer vertical target [1] . In particular, the long gaps run-

ning in the toroidal direction that separate MBs on a given PFU

are treated. Results at the magnetically shadowed poloidal lead-

ing edges which can receive significant heat flux due to the large

Larmor radius of ELM ions are amply discussed in [4] . Plasma pa-

rameters corresponding to the 15 MA/5.3 T burning plasma sce-

nario, but also the half-field, half-current scenario typical of the

early pre-nuclear phases of ITER operation, will be taken as input

to the calculations. 

2. Input parameters 

For a complete description of the ITER divertor targets along

with motivation behind the proposed shaping solution (0.5 mm

toroidal bevel) the reader is referred to [7,8] . Here we briefly

evoke only those elements needed for our analysis ( Fig. 1 ).

In what follows, the term “toroidal gap” (TG) refers to gaps

which extend in the toroidal direction separating monoblocks

on a given PFU. The toroidal component of the tokamak mag-

netic field is parallel to a TG. MBs are characterized in this
Please cite this article as: J.P. Gunn et al., Ion orbit modelling of ELM h

Energy (2016), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.nme.2016.10.005 
tudy by toroidal length L = 28 mm, poloidal width W = 12 mm,

nd radial height H = 28 mm. The TG between adjacent MBs on

 given PFU is predicted by engineering tolerance build-up to be

f width g MB = 0.4 ± 0.2 mm, and the radial step is specified as

 rad = ± 0.3 mm. 

The magnetic field strength at the IVT is B = 8 T in the burning

lasma scenario. The angle of incidence between B (projected onto

he plane that is perpendicular to the cooling tube axis) and the

xisymmetric IVT envelope is θ⊥ = 3.2 ° at the strike point. In the

rojection onto the plane that is parallel to front surface of the

ame axisymmetric IVT envelope, the angle is θ // = 3.7 ° The latter

ngle arises because the magnetic flux surfaces obliquely intersect

he IVT. 

A 20 mm wide gap between each of the 54 cassettes is im-

osed by remote handling requirements. As a result, component

ilting is required in order to protect the leading edge of each cas-

ette which inevitably arises due to tolerance build-up during the

anufacture and installation of these massive cassettes together

ith assembly tolerances of the vacuum vessel. The exact tilting

ngle proposed in the current design is approximated here by a

otation of �θ = 0.5 ° about the IVT cooling tube axis. The MBs

re beveled in the toroidal direction to a depth of h tor = 0.5 mm,

hich hides the poloidal leading edges from inter-ELM heat loads.

his leads to an additional angular increment of atan( h tor / L ) = 1 °
t the top surface of the MBs, such that, accounting for compo-

ent tilting and MB toroidal bevel, the real total angle between B

nd the surface is α≈θ⊥ +�θ+ h tor / L = 4.7 ° The local surface heat

ux is thus about 50% higher than the specified heat loads derived

rom high heat flux tests. For example, the commonly cited ELM

nergy density limit of ε tg = 0.5 MJ/m 

2 would in reality correspond

o ε surf = 0.75 MJ/m 

2 locally at each MB. Thus, component tilting

nd MB beveling reduce the margin against full surface melting. 

. Ion orbit model 

The incoming plasma is modelled as a mixture of deuterium

nd tritium ions having a kinetic distribution of parallel speeds,

nd a Maxwellian distribution of perpendicular speeds. The elec-

rons are treated under the optical approximation, because their

armor radii are small enough to be ignored. Electric fields which

ould arise in the magnetized Debye sheath near the surface
eat loads on ITER divertor vertical targets, Nuclear Materials and 
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Fig. 2. Parallel speed distribution at sheath edge from a collisionless kinetic model 

[9] of plasma flow to a surface (blue curve). The red square function is the approx- 

imation used by the ion orbit model. It has the same width and mean value as 

the kinetic distribution. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure 

legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 
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Fig. 3. Simulation environment. In this example, the heat flux to all surfaces of the 

red MB are to be calculated. Helical ion orbits are followed backwards in time from 

impact points on the surface. If the trajectory does not intersect any of the 5 neigh- 

bouring MBs (coloured cyan), then the ion contributes to the local heat flux ( Eq. 4 ). 

The arrow indicates the direction of the incident parallel flow. (For interpretation 

of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web 

version of this article.) 
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re not considered. Only the Larmor gyration of ions due to the

orentz force is included. 

Several Larmor radii away from the surface, the ion velocities

re assumed to be described by a collisionless kinetic presheath

odel [9] , which predicts the ion distribution at the entrance of

he sheath. All the analysis in this paper assumes plasma with

qual concentrations of deuterium and tritium ions. For simplicity,

e replace the two species by a single, fictional ion species having

ass number A = 2.5 for the calculation of quantities such as ther-

al velocity, sound speed, and Larmor radius. We approximate the

istribution of parallel speeds f // ( v // ) by a square function having

 mean parallel speed V // and thermal width V T corresponding to

he exact kinetic distribution ( Fig. 2 ). The mean parallel speed is in

act the kinetic sound speed 

 

// 
= c s = 1 . 3979 

√ 

k T e 

m i 

(1)

nd the thermal width from the model is 

 T = 0 . 536 

√ 

k T e 

m i 

(2) 

ith T e = T i in the source plasma far upstream. The numerical

onstants are obtained from the first and second moments of

he sheath-edge ion distribution function calculated by the model

9] . The kinetic width of the distribution is smaller than the

axwellian thermal speed because the ions undergo adiabatic

ooling as they accelerate down the presheath to the target. The

erpendicular speeds are described by a Maxwellian distribution

f temperature T i 

f ⊥ ( v ⊥ ) 
m i v ⊥ 
2 πk T i 

exp 

(
−m i v 2 ⊥ 

2 k T i 

)
. (3) 

The perpendicular velocity vector is assumed to have a random

rientation in the plane perpendicular to 
⇀ 

B , described by a phase

ngle 0 ≤ φ ≤ 2 π . 

The ion power flux normal to any point on the MB surface is

iven by the integral 

 sur f = C 

∫ 2 π

0 

∫ ∞ 

0 

∫ ∞ 

0 

R E ( v // , v ⊥ , φ) f φ f ⊥ f // ( � v · ˆ n ) 

× 1 

2 

m i (v 2 ⊥ + v 2 // ) H( v // , v ⊥ , φ) 
dφ

2 π
d v ⊥ d v // . (4) 

here f are the distribution functions at the sheath entrance and

 is a normalization constant chosen so that the integral yields the
Please cite this article as: J.P. Gunn et al., Ion orbit modelling of ELM h

Energy (2016), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.nme.2016.10.005 
arallel power flux q // for the case of an unshadowed surface per-

endicular to the magnetic field. Each combination of v // , v ⊥ , and

describes a helical orbit that is followed backwards in time from

he moment of impact until the distance between the guiding cen-

er and the highest surface feature exceeds the Larmor radius. If an

ntersection occurs, it will be on one of the five nearest neighbour-

ng MBs ( Fig. 3 ). The mask function H = 1 if the orbit extends back

o the plasma without intersecting any other surface, and H = 0 if it

oes (i.e. the orbit is unpopulated because the particle would have

truck another surface earlier in time). 

Ions and electrons have a probability to reflect from the target

10] , carrying away some of their incident energy, resulting in a

eduction of the net power flux that is actually absorbed by the

urface. The energy and incidence angle of each ion is used to cal-

ulate the energy reflection coefficients R E by the analytical expres-

ion Eq. 2.13 on p. 20 of Ref. [10] , which are folded into the numer-

cal integral ( Eq. 4 ) of the heat flux. For the electron component of

he heat flux, given by the optical approximation, we simply take

he value 0.4, which is a reasonable value for reflection from tung-

ten in the energy range of interest (p. 94 in Ref. [10] ). 

In order to represent in a heuristic way the filtering effect of

he sheath [11] , the ion and electron contributions to the power

ux are normalized so that they carry respectively 5/7 and 2/7 of

he launched parallel power flux. Even though the ion orbit model

oes not precisely predict the distribution function at the surface,

e suppose that the Larmor radius spreading provides an accu-

ate enough stencil of the heat flux spreading. Comparison with

IC simulations of a few representative cases demonstrates the va-

idity of this approximation [12] . 

. Monoblock edge heating 

The vertical targets are tilted with respect to the magnetic flux

urfaces in order to increase power spreading. Magnetic field lines

hus intersect the side of each MB that faces upwards towards

he X-point. The angle of incidence on these surfaces is in the

ange 1.5 °<θ // < 7 ° (spanning the full range of magnetic equilibria

lanned in ITER), which is similar to the angle on the top faces

f the MBs, so the power flux to the side of the TG will be of the

ame order of magnitude as on top of the MB. The power entering
eat loads on ITER divertor vertical targets, Nuclear Materials and 
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Fig. 4. Peak temperature from solution of the 1D, non-linear, transient heat flux 

equation. The energy density ε tg to a nominal, axisymmetric divertor target having 

initial temperature T init is delivered during a triangular pulse having a rise time 

τ r = 250 μs and a decay time τ d = 500 μs. The peak temperature occurs at t = 460 

μs. The white area corresponds to the onset of melting before the end of the heat 

pulse. 
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a TG can be up to 5% ( g MB /( g MB + W) = 0.6 mm/12.6 mm) of the

total power impinging on each MB, and since it is deposited on

a toroidal edge which is already hot due to loading of the main

plasma-facing surface, it is essential to include its contribution to

the thermal response. From the point of view of heat conduction,

there is a significant difference between an edge that is heated on

only one versus both of its facets. 

Under the optical approximation only the side of each MB that

faces upwards towards the X-point should receive plasma. It is not

at all evident that this is realistic because the Larmor gyration of

ions is almost purely poloidal. This means that there is a possibil-

ity that power can be deposited even on the magnetically shad-

owed side of a TG if the helicity of the ion orbits is in the cor-

rect sense. An observer facing inwards looking at the IVT would

see the plasma flowing from right to left, and slightly downwards

from the X-point to the target. The bottom, long (toroidal) edges

of the MBs, and the left-hand, short (poloidal) edges are magneti-

cally shadowed. Therefore, if the heat flux were purely optical, one

would expect to see the top, long edges and the right-hand, short

edges overheating (if the edges were not protected by MB shaping).

At the IVT, both the upper and lower long edges receive power

flux; the top edge receives the electron component of the incident

power flux, while the bottom edges receive the ions because their

Larmor gyration results in an upward vertical motion at the instant

of impact. This will be seen in the figures in Section 5 . 

For the purposes of design work, ITER assumes that the ELM

energy is deposited by a heat pulse having a triangular waveform

with a decay time τ d = (1–2) τ r [13] . The less conservative assump-

tion of an asymmetric pulse with τ d = 2 τ r and is assumed in this

analysis, since faster decays are not observed in experiments [14] .

It is assumed that the rise time of the ELM heat pulse will be

τ r = 250 μs, given by the time of flight of 5 keV pedestal ions from

the outboard midplane to the divertor in the burning plasma sce-

nario. For lower values of pedestal temperature, the rise time is

increased by the factor (50 0 0/ T i ) 
0.5 to reflect the smaller ion ther-

mal speed. 

Fig. 4 shows the surface temperature on a semi-infinite domain

after exposure to an ELM heat pulse. Convex features such as edges

and corners heat up more than flat surfaces. Simple linear analy-

sis illustrates the problem well. Consider the sharp edge of a body

delimited by the space x ≥ 0 and z ≤ 0. Uniform heat fluxes q side 

and q top are applied normal to the side and top surfaces, respec-

tively, for a duration of �t = 250 μs. In the linear problem with
ELM 

Please cite this article as: J.P. Gunn et al., Ion orbit modelling of ELM h

Energy (2016), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.nme.2016.10.005 
onstant thermal properties, the temperature throughout the body

s given by the linear superposition of the solutions of two simpler

roblems. For the case of heat flux applied only to the side surface,

he solution is identical to that of the 1D, semi-infinite problem 

 side (x, t) = 

√ 

αh q side 

κ

( 

2 

√ 

t 

π
exp 

(
− x 2 

4 αh t 

)
− x √ 

αh 

er f c 
x 

2 

√ 

αh t 

) 

, 

(5)

nd for the case of heat flux applied only to the top surface, the

olution is 

 top (z, t) = 

√ 

αh q top 

κ

( 

2 

√ 

t 

π
exp 

(
− z 2 

4 αh t 

)
+ 

z √ 

αh 

er f c 
−z 

2 

√ 

αh t 

) 

. 

(6)

here αh is the thermal diffusivity and κ is the thermal conduc-

ivity. The 2D solution is 

 (x, z, t) = T top (z, t) + T side (x, t) . (7)

The temperature at the sharp edge is exactly equal to the sum

f the surface temperatures on the individual facets at positions

ufficiently far from the edge where the 1D solution is recovered. 

An approximate procedure has been developed to calculate the

emperature increase at an edge using power flux profiles whose

patial variations cannot be considered to be uniform. The local

eat flux is averaged over one heat diffusion length along the sur-

ace around the point of interest. The heat diffusion length is the

ssumed to be equal to the characteristic depth of the heated layer

n either surface far from the edge 

s = 

√ 

2 αh �t ELM 

. (8)

Taking high temperature values of the thermal properties

f tungsten, c p = 180 J/kg/K and κ = 100 W/m/K, and taking the

haracteristic time to be when the surface temperature peaks,

t ELM 

= 460 μs, the depth of the heated region is about

s ∼160 μm for the triangular pulse. 

A specified ELM heat flux q tg to a nominal target produces a

ertain peak temperature increase ( Fig. 4 ), referred to as �T 1D . The

ocal peak temperature at a MB edge can be expressed in terms of

T 1D 

�T 

�T 1 D 
= f geo 

∫ S edge +�s 

S edge −�s 
q sur f ds 

2�s q tg 
(9)

here the heat flux profile is integrated along a surface coordi-

ate s running over the edge centered at s edge , and f geo is a nu-

erical factor related to the edge geometry. At a sharp edge with

emperature-independent material properties, the factor is exactly

 geo = 2. For non-linear material properties, the factor is f geo = 2.1.

he non-linearity is weak because the increase of heat capacity

ith temperature nearly compensates the decrease of heat conduc-

ivity, making the thermal effusivity nearly independent of temper-

ture. The geometrical factor has been calculated by the finite ele-

ent software package ANSYS ۛfor a range of edge angles and for a

ange of radius of curvature in the case of filleted (rounded) edges

 Fig. 5 ). To obtain this factor, heat flux was applied uniformly over

n edge having an initial temperature T init = 100 °C. The peak tem-

erature increase was divided by that obtained far enough from

he edge that the heat flow into the bulk could be considered to be

ne-dimensional. This simple procedure avoids the need to make a

D finite element calculation for each case. Comparison with a full

D heat flow calculation using heat flux profiles given by the ion

rbit model as input shows that the accuracy of the predicted edge

emperature increase is of the order of 1%, which is acceptable for

coping studies such as this. 
eat loads on ITER divertor vertical targets, Nuclear Materials and 
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Fig. 5. Enhancement of peak temperature at an edge due to a fast heat pulse. At left the factor is calculated at a sharp edge as a function of the angle. Sharp right angle 

edges are 90 °; the limit of a flat surface is 180 ° At right the factor is calculated at a filleted (rounded) edge as a function of the radius of curvature for square and triangular 

heat pulses (square and triangular symbols, respectively). 

Fig. 6. An ITER divertor cassette showing orientation of toroidal magnetic field. 

The inset is a zoom on an IVT MB showing a typical ion orbit projected onto the 

poloidal plane, and the definitions of coordinates that will appear in the following 

figures. The s coordinate runs poloidally over the surface of the MB from the mag- 

netically wetted edge to the shadowed edge, y points downward along the cooling 

tube axis, and z is perpendicular to the top MB surface. 
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. Results 

Power loads were calculated by the ion orbit model for plasma

onditions corresponding to the 15 MA/5.3 T burning plasma sce-

ario with T i = 50 0 0 eV, and for the half current / half field (7.5

A/2.65 T) scenario with T i = 2500 eV Ion mass A = 2.5 was as-

umed in both cases for simplicity. For the latter scenario, repre-

entative of early, pre-nuclear phases of ITER operation, the work-

ng gas will likely be helium since it has a lower power thresh-

ld for the transition from L-mode to H-mode than hydrogen does.

elium ions coming to the divertor from the hot pedestal will be

oubly ionized, so they will have the same charge-to-mass ratio,

nd thus the same Larmor radius, as deuterium. The calculation re-

ults are not very sensitive to the ion species, so this simplification

s justifiable. 

In the following, power load profiles are shown for MBs that are

adially aligned with their neighbours on a given PFU, but with the

idest tolerable gaps (presently specified as 0.6 mm). The defini-

ion of the coordinate system used in this analysis can be seen on

ig. 6 . Ion orbits terminating on the point that receives the highest

eat flux will be illustrated. The edge temperature enhancement

ith respect to an ideal, axisymmetric divertor target is calculated

or the full range of radial misalignments and TG widths. At the top

B surface far from the gaps, the enhancement is already 1.5 with

espect to the nominal value due to toroidal bevel plus component

ilting. 
Please cite this article as: J.P. Gunn et al., Ion orbit modelling of ELM h
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.1. Sharp edges 

In contrast to PGs which receive plasma only on the side that

aces upstream towards the SOL, TGs can be irradiated on the mag-

etically shadowed side if the ion Larmor gyration has the correct

elicity. At the IVT, the direction of rotation about the ion guid-

ng center is such that ions strike the lower, magnetically shad-

wed MB edges, whereas the opposite occurs at the OVT. The

LM heat flux across a poloidal section of IVT MBs, far from the

oloidal leading edge where the toroidal variations are negligible,

s shown in Fig. 7 for the full field, burning plasma scenario. The

eat flux at the top surface is about 50% higher than the nominal

alue because of the increased B -field angle of incidence due to

θ = 0.5 ° target tilting plus 1 ° associated with the h tor = 0.5 mm

oroidal bevel. The peak of heat flux beyond s pol = 12 mm is due to

ons gyrating into the magnetically shadowed side of the TG. The

cale length of the profile inside the gap is about 400 μm, which

s larger than the heat diffusion length of 160 μm, making the sim-

le thermal analysis applicable. The heat flux before s pol = 0 mm is

arried by the electrons onto the magnetically wetted side of the

G. 

Also in Fig. 7 a poloidal section of the MBs is shown. The two

ycloidal curves bracket the ion orbits that can access the top of

he TG. The red orbit is limited by grazing impact on the top sur-

ace of the MB, while the blue orbit is limited by the corner of

he downstream MB. The angle between the orbits at the impact

oint gives a qualitative indication of the intensity of the heat flux

triking the MB at that position. 

The enhancement of the temperature peak at the lower TG edge

ith respect to the prediction at a nominal target surface during

n ELM burst is shown in Fig. 8 for the range of assembly toler-

nces presently specified in the ITER IVT design. Both full and half

eld scenarios are shown. There is not much difference between

hem; for well-aligned MBs, the edge temperature is about three

imes higher than the nominal temperature for both scenarios. The

eak temperature is nearly invariant with increasing TG width; this

s because the allowed orbits arrive at nearly grazing angles of in-

idence with respect to the top surface, and their Larmor radii are

uch larger than the gap width. There is a stronger variation as

 function of the radial step; MBs that are deeply recessed receive

ess power flux at the top of the TG because the ion orbits are

reamed off by the downstream MB. 

It is not visible on Fig. 8 , but what does vary with gap width is

he depth of the deposition profile inside the gap. Wider gaps al-

ow ELM ions to penetrate deeper into the TG. At deeper positions,

he simple thermal analysis that is applicable directly at an edge
eat loads on ITER divertor vertical targets, Nuclear Materials and 
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Fig. 7. Heat flux and ion orbits at MBs with sharp edges assuming no radial mis- 

alignment, but with the widest acceptable TG width. Upper panel: surface heat flux 

normalized to the heat flux to a nominal target. The red curve is the electron com- 

ponent which assumed to obey the optical approximation, the blue curve is the ion 

component calculated by the ion orbit model, and the black curve is the sum of 

the two. Lower panel: poloidal cross section showing the two extremes of orbits 

whose gyrophase allows the ions to reach the top of the TG. Both orbits have par- 

allel speed equal to the sound speed, and perpendicular speed equal to the thermal 

speed. The straight lines indicate the magnetic flux surfaces. These curves corre- 

spond to the full field, burning plasma scenario with T i = 5 keV and B = 8 T at the 

IVT strike point. 
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is less reliable, and full 2D thermal calculations are required. This

has been done for gap widths of 0.2 and 0.6 mm, assuming a nom-

inal incident energy density of ε tg = 0.5 MJ/m 

2 . The depth of the

zone that exceeds the melting temperature of tungsten (3422 °C) is

39 μm for the narrowest gap, and 62 μm for the widest gap. These

calculations do not treat liquid tungsten; the thermal properties

for temperatures higher than the melt temperature are simply as-

sumed to be equal to those at the melt temperature. Calculations

with more sophisticated codes such as MEMOS would be required

to go further, but it is reasonable to conclude that wider gaps po-

tentially result in broader melt layers inside TGs. 
Fig. 8. Peak edge temperature enhancement with respect to an ELM pulse to a nominal 

with T i = 2.5 keV (right panel) for the range of assembly tolerances presently specified in 

Please cite this article as: J.P. Gunn et al., Ion orbit modelling of ELM h
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The data in Fig. 8 apply to any surface energy density and

ulse shape, once the nominal 1D thermal response to that pulse

s known. For example, the nominal temperature increase corre-

ponding to the full field scenario with �t ELM 

= 250 μs can be

ead from Fig. 4 , and the temperature multiplied by the number

rom the left panel of Fig. 8 to obtain the temperature increase

t the lower toroidal MB edge. Strictly speaking, the temperature

nhancement would have to be recalculated for pulse shapes hav-

ng a different rise time, because the heat diffusion length will

ary. This means that the integral of the heat flux profile over the

dge would change slightly. However, since the characteristic scale

ength of the profiles inside the TG are typically larger than the

eat diffusion length, and since that length varies weakly with the

ise time, the correction would be negligible. As long as the rise

ime is not, say, an order of magnitude different that the value

ssumed in this analysis, the results of Figure 8 can be used for

coping studies. 

The maximum nominal surface energy density is generally ac-

epted to be ε tg = 0.5 MJ/m 

2 , which leads to a temperature increase

f �T 1D = 1100 °C. The edge of a well-aligned MB in the burning

lasma scenario would heat up 3.5 times higher than that, push-

ng the edge well into melting even if the MB were initially cold.

f edge melting avoidance is taken as a design criterion for an ELM

itigation system, for example, the maximum nominal surface en-

rgy density would have to be reduced to ε tg = 0.14 MJ/m 

2 . 

.2. Chamfered edges 

A natural proposal to avoid melting at sharp TG edges is to re-

ove the zone that melts by appropriate poloidal profiling. Cal-

ulations have been made for MBs with a 1 mm chamfer applied

o their long edges ( Fig. 9 ). This results in an edge having an an-

le of 135 °, which means less intense temperature peaking. From

ig. 5 the geometrical peaking factor is about f geo = 1.4 instead of

.1. However, chamfering opens up the TG, allowing more ions to

ccess the surface. Instead of arriving at grazing angles, ions can

ow spiral down into the gap and back up onto the edge. In fact,

he gap is so wide that ions are no longer creamed off by the ad-

acent MB. The flux to the edge is determined only by the Larmor

adius, independent of misalignments. For that reason the type of

raph shown in Fig. 8 for the sharp edge is not shown here; the

emperature enhancement is about 2.9 for full and half field sce-

arios, independent of misalignment. The net result is no signif-

cant improvement with respect to sharp-edged MBs. Melting is

ot avoided, it just occurs elsewhere. A further problem with this

haping solution is at the upstream TG edge. That edge is now

ore exposed to inter-ELM heat loads, which will lead to higher
target for the full field scenario with T i = 5 keV (left panel) and half field scenario 

the reference ITER IVT design. 

eat loads on ITER divertor vertical targets, Nuclear Materials and 
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Fig. 9. Heat flux and ion orbits at a 1 mm chamfered edge. Same indications as 

Fig. 7 . 
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Fig. 10. Heat flux and ion orbits at a 0.5 mm filleted (rounded) edge. Same indica- 

tions as Fig. 7 . 

Figure 11. Heat flux and ion orbits on a MB with a toroidal bevel of h tor = 0.7 mm 

and a poloidal bevel of h pol = 0.2 mm. Same indications as Fig. 7 . 
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teady state temperatures, and reduce the margin against tungsten

ecrystallization. 

.3. Filleted edges 

Chamfered edges are still sharp, and it seems that ion flux

ends to focus on regions where there is a sharp boundary be-

ween two facets having different orientations. From Fig. 5 it is

een that the geometrical peaking factor at filleted (rounded) edges

alls quickly to unity once the radius of curvature of the fillet ex-

eeds the heat diffusion length. Therefore, the calculations were

epeated for a smooth edge having a radius of curvature of 0.5 mm

 Fig. 10 ). The heat flux is maximum at the center of the arc, but is

imilar to the magnitude predicted for sharp edges. The resulting

eating is essentially 1D, and so less severe. The edge temperature

nhancement factor is identical for full and half field scenarios; it

aries little with gap width, and increases from 1.9 for the most

ecessed MBs to 2.9 for the most protruding ones. 

.4. Poloidal bevel 

The shaping options presented above all suffer from the same

henomenon. Ions gyrate into the TG and are focused there. Rather

han trying to modify the edges, a different solution consists of

rofiling the entire top surface of the MB to hide the edge from

his Larmor radius flux. In addition to the 0.5 mm toroidal bevel

hat protects the poloidal leading edge from inter-ELM heat loads,

n additional poloidal bevel could be superimposed such the edge

s shadowed by the downstream MB. It is not trivial to choose

alues for the two bevel depths because of the requirement to

rotect poloidal leading edges. For example, if a poloidal bevel

f h pol = 0.2 mm were applied upon the existing h tor = 0.5 mm

oroidal bevel, given the tolerance of m rad = 0.3 mm on the radial

isalignment between PFUs, it is possible that part of the leading

dges would be directly exposed to the parallel flux. To avoid that,

t is necessary to make the toroidal bevel deeper, which obviously

as the disadvantage of further increasing the local magnetic field
Please cite this article as: J.P. Gunn et al., Ion orbit modelling of ELM h

Energy (2016), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.nme.2016.10.005 
ngle and thus reducing the MB power handling capacity and mar-

in against critical heat flux. Calculations have nonetheless been

ade with a toroidal bevel of h tor = 0.7 mm combined with an

 pol = 0.2 mm poloidal bevel ( Fig. 11 ). 

A number of curious things happen. The heat flux to the mag-

etically shadowed edge does indeed decrease because few ions

an reach it. This is visible in that the angle between the two or-

its is clearly smaller than in the earlier cases. In fact, the situa-

ion is nearly identical to a sharp edge of a MB that is recessed

y 0.2 mm with respect to its neighbours ( Fig. 7 ). Power balance
eat loads on ITER divertor vertical targets, Nuclear Materials and 
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Fig. 12. Peak edge temperature enhancement with respect to an ELM pulse to a nominal target for the full field scenario with T i = 5 keV for the range of assembly tolerances 

presently specified in the reference ITER IVT design. The left panel corresponds to the upstream MB edge (left hand edge in lower panel of Fig. 11 ), while the right panel 

corresponds to the downstream edge. 
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must be preserved, so where does the lost power go? It is now ab-

sorbed by the upstream edge of the adjacent MB. Since that edge

is now protruding, it is also more exposed to the electron com-

ponent of the heat flux, and inter-ELM heat loads. The net result

is that the two long edges share the power flowing into the gap

about equally; both edges have a temperature enhancement fac-

tor of about 2.4 ( Fig. 12 ). At the upstream edge this factor does

not vary with gap width, but increases from 2.0 to 2.8 with in-

creasing radial misalignment. At the downstream gap, the benefit

of poloidal beveling is lost when the MB starts to protrude ahead

of its neighbours. The results are identical for full and half field

scenarios, so only the former is shown here. 

6. Discussion 

A new scaling for parallel energy density ε // released during un-

controlled Type I ELMs has recently been proposed [3] . The essence

of those findings is that ε // (that is, the peak parallel power flux

integrated over the duration of the ELM event) is proportional to

the pedestal pressure, and that the poloidal width of the ELM foot-

print increases with ELM size. For the half current, half field sce-

nario ( I p = 7.5 MA, B = 2.65 T) representative of the pre-nuclear ex-

perimental campaigns, the prediction for the surface energy den-

sity obtained by projecting ε // onto the ideal, axisymmetric ITER

vertical target is 0.125 < ε tg < 0.375 MJ/m 

2 , while for the burning

plasma scenario ( I p = 15 MA, B = 5.6 T), it is 0.5 < ε tg < 1.5 MJ/m 

2 . 

Even though our analysis concerns the IVT, the results pre-

sented here will be cast in terms of this new scaling which
Fig. 13. Peak edge temperature during ELMs for the pre-nuclear, half field scenario with T

ITER IVT design. The worst case surface energy density predicted by a recent empirical 

right panel; MBs with a poloidal bevel of h pol = 0.2 mm. 

Please cite this article as: J.P. Gunn et al., Ion orbit modelling of ELM h
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orresponds to the outer target, because a similar scaling for the

nner target is not yet available. For the pre-nuclear scenario,

ssuming an ELM rise time of �t ELM 

= 350 μs and T i = 2.5 keV,

he nominal surface temperature increase is calculated by the 1D

eat equation to be in the range 200 < �T 1D < 700 °C. Multiplying

he highest expected temperature increase by the calculated edge

nhancement factors, the temperature increase at the magnetically

hadowed toroidal MB edge has been calculated for the present

TER design with sharp edges, and the alternative design that

ncorporates an additional poloidal bevel ( Fig. 13 ). In the case of

harp edges, the temperature increase is quite high. Whether this

s a problem depends on the relative alignment of the MBs, but

lso on their mean temperature, which is set by the total average

ower flow to the divertor integrating both inter-ELM and ELM

eat loads. From [4] , the mean MB temperature will probably not

xceed 800 °C in this regime. The highest surface energy densities

ould cause edge melting if they strike radially misaligned MBs.

ven though the tolerance on the radial step between MBs on a

iven PFU is specified as ± 0.3 mm, it is expected that the obtained

olerance will not exceed ± 0.1 mm [15] . The risk of sharp edge

elting in the pre-nuclear phase can perhaps be described as

arginal. A gain of several 100 °C could be obtained by imple-

enting a poloidal bevel, but this has to be balanced against the

educed heat handling capacity of MBs with a necessarily steeper

oroidal bevel. 

In the burning plasma scenario at full current and full field,

he predicted surface energy densities correspond to peak temper-

tures 10 0 0 < �T < 3200 °C. Mean MB temperatures could be as
1D 

 i = 2.5 keV for the range of assembly tolerances presently specified in the reference 

scaling [3] ε tg < 0.375 MJ/m 

2 is taken as input. Left panel: MBs with sharp edges; 
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igh as 10 0 0–150 0 °C, depending on the radiated power distribu-

ion, and the balance of SOL power between the inner and outer

argets [4] . It is clear that even ELMs producing energy densities

t the lower boundary of the scaling will melt the toroidal edges,

hichever shaping solution is considered. 

The modelling tools used in this work are based on significant

implifications that allow large numbers of cases to be studied

n the framework of scoping studies. It is therefore important to

ompare with more rigorous calculations, as they become avail-

ble. Two-dimensional particle-in-cell simulations including self-

onsistent electric fields were performed to model MBs with sharp

dges [12] for a few specific cases. The results compare surpris-

ngly well with the simple ion orbit model. Recently, simulations

ave been made of the poloidal gaps of flat-topped MBs with

o misalignments, but with sharp, chamfered, and filleted lead-

ng edges. The heat flux was calculated by a 2D PIC code, and the

hermal model includes a treatment of the liquid phase of tung-

ten. The results are not directly comparable with this work which

reats toroidal edges, but the authors did conclude that although

lleted edges perform the best, they still melt [16] . 

. Conclusions 

ELM heating at the magnetically shadowed toroidal edges of IVT

Bs was identified as being severe in Ref. [4] . The heating oc-

urs due to the Larmor gyration of hot ions that focus heat flux

t the top of the toroidal gaps. Alternative shaping solutions in-

luding chamfering, filleting, and an additional poloidal bevel were

valuated in this paper. The results are broadly the same. Remov-

ng the sharp edge just results in the overheated zones migrating

o other locations on the MB. While slight gains are obtained by

lleting and poloidal beveling, the result must be balanced against

he increased cost and manufacturing complexity of such solutions,

s well as other detrimental effects such as increased exposure of

he edges to inter-ELM heat loads due to the wider gap openings. 

Without ELM mitigation, there is a marginal risk of edge

elting due to uncontrolled ELMs in the pre-nuclear phase of ITER

peration, and an absolute certainty of it in the burning nuclear
Please cite this article as: J.P. Gunn et al., Ion orbit modelling of ELM h

Energy (2016), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.nme.2016.10.005 
hase. To avoid edge melting altogether, the surface energy density

ould have to limited to less than 0.15 MJ/m 

2 . 
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